and differences between organic and mineral will depending on the thickness of the deposit, no? Please clarify and add citations to justify statement. 2. Page 16602, Line 18: While this statement about anaerobic environments is generally true, some recent studies have shown the potential for large C loss from deep thawed peat deposits 3. Page 16602, Line 21 -Hydrologic and redox conditions 4. Page 16603, Line 12 -remove hyphen from "bio-geochemical" 5. Page 16603, Line 24 -replace "underline" with "note" or "observe". Also I think it would be good to mention why thermokarst has not been included to date in these models. 6. Page 16604, Line 15, Change this to "pools governed by different environmental controls" 7. Page 16606, Line 3 -Change composition to texture, unless you mean "chemical composition" 8. Page 1606, Lines 25 -27 -Would be good to cite Gao et al. (2013) and justify here wetland increase in the text here. How do those scenarios reconcile with findings of Avis et al. (2011)? Also add Gao et al. (2013) to reference list. 9. Page 16613 , Line 1 -Use different word here than "exemplarily" 10. Page 16616, Line 8 -Correct grammar here: should be "after the middle of the century" 11. Page 16619, Line 2 -Grammar -omit "of" here 12. Page 16622, Line 13 -Correct grammar here "despite of the organic matter" 13. Page 16622, Line 19 -Omit "of" from "Despite of" 14. Table 1 , footnote e -I have some issue with the assumptions regarding thaw rates in wetland soils. In many cases, saturated conditions in high-latitude peatlands function to accelerate thaw rates, due to non-conductive heat transfer processes. This approach for wetlands needs better justification in the text. 15. 
